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But the general law of this country, and largely elsewhere, except
In England, seems to be in accordance with the custom here. Per
Story, J.,in The Nathaniel Hooper, 3 Sumn. 542, Fed. Cas. No. 10,·
032; Insurance Co. v. Ashby, 13 Pet. 331, 334; The Ann D. Richard-
son, Abb. Adm. 499, 507, Fed. Cas. No. 410; Dix. Ins. (2d Ed.) 148;
GourI. Gen. Av. 109, 112; 2 Phil. Ins. §§ 1301, 1368; 1 Valin, PP'
654, 655; Code Commer, art. 304; 2 Valroger, Camm. p. 366; 3
Desjardins Dr. Mar. p. 682; Ulrich Grosse Har. p. 59; Italian Code,
§ 576; Nuova Cod. per Castagnola, p. 435 (1896); 1 'Magen, Ins. 289.
The same practice seems to have prevailed for a long period in

England, but has been of late modified by the adjusters there. Some
efforts have been made by protests, as appears from the evidence, to
introduce here the recent English practice, but thus far with so little
result as plainly not to amount to any change in the prevailing usage.
II the amount of expense, though small, which the ship actually
saves by not delivering the jettisoned cargo, could, as a rule, be
accurately ascertained at a comparatively small cost, I see no good
reason why the existing custom should not equitably be modified,
and the deduction allowed. But under the usage so long and widely
prevailing, I do not feel authorized to hold that the adjustment in
this case is incorrectly made up. Most of the ship's expenses remain
the same, whether a part of the cargo is jettisoned or not; such as for
wages, provisions, insurance, wear and tear, pilotage, towage, wharf-
age, etc.; only the mere handling of the cargo seems to remain, and
that was done formerly. and is to some extent still done, by the crew,
so that the handling of the jettisoned cargo would have caused little,
if any, additional expense to the ship. If stevedores are employed to
unload the ship, as is now becoming general, the saving of the cost
of handling the jettisoned cargo, is probably easily ascertainable; and
when that becomes the established general method of business, the
usage of adjusters in. the allowance of freight, it would seem ought to
be and probably will be modified accordingly.
Decree for the libelants for the two items claimed, with costs.
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THAMES TOWBOAT CO. v. THE TRA..'IlSFER NO.8-

(District Court,' S. D. New York. July 21, 1891.)

CoLLISION-HoRN'S Hoog---ROUNDING BEND-CROSSING LINES Oll' TRAJ'lI'IO-BI6-
NALS NOT ANSWERBD-NAVIGATION OBSOURED-CO-OPERATION BY PRIVI-
LEGED VESSEL.
At Horn's Hook the channel of the East river diverges five points to the

left up the Harlem rivet, and one-half point to the rig'ht to Hell Ga.te.
Busy lines of traffi.c tllere cross each other, and the high ground of Horn's
Hook prevents vessels that come down the Harlem river near the shore,
and cross the course of those coming up. from being seen, on the flood tide,
In time for safe maneuvers to avoid collision. Held. that, whether inspect-
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ors' rule 5 Is strictly applIcable to the case or not, the pre-vaiIing practice
and reasonable prudence require that signals be given under such circum-
stances, indicating the J;lresence of vessels, before they. come in sight of
el;l.$ ,other; ,that any signals given should be noticed and properly answered;
that No.8, In this case, coming down the Harlem river heavily incumbered,
was in fault for unnecessarily keeping close to the shore, and unduly hiding
her approach,and also for undertaking the hazardous experiment of cross-
Ing the river and s,topping between two tows, requiring the one to pass
ahead of her, and the other astern, without a common understanding by
signals from both; th·at the W. was also in fault for not observing No.
8's signals, nor co-operating with her, as she might .easily have done. to
avoid the collision, when the situation of No.8 became desperate.

J. Armstrong and Pierre M. Brown, for the Maine.
Carpenter & Park, for the R. H. Waterman.
Henry W. Taft, for the Transfer No.8.

BROWN, District Judge. The above libels grow out of a collision
which occurred at about half past 7 a. m. December 7,1896, near the
mouth of the Harlem river, off Horn's Hook at Eighty-Ninth street,
by which the barge Maine was damaged so that she after-
wards sank. The Maine was the starboard boat of four barges that
were going up theEast rver in a strongflood tide abreast of each other,
in tow. of the tug Waterman, on a hawser about 30 fathoms long.
The tide at Horn's Hook was running probably from three to foUl'
knots, and the speed of the boats was about four knots more. They
went up' in about mid channel on the westerly side of Blackwell's Is-
land, and when off Eighty·Fourth street, Transfer No.8 was seen
emerging from behind the point at Horn's Hook, heading in a south-
erly direction diagonally across the river, on a line about parallel
with a line drawn from Horn's Hook to Blackwell's Island light, and
about 200 feet above that line. Transfer No. 8 had two car floats· in
tow, one on each side of her 247 feet long and each loaded with cars.
She had come down the Harlem river and had rounded to port across
the stream, in order to go to the easterly side of Blackwell's Island,
where the flood tide was not so strong as on the westerly side. A
little to the starboard of the tug Waterman and her tow was the tug
Genista, coming up with a schooner in tow on a hawser about 30
fathoms long, and overtaking the Waterman.
When No.8 first became visible, the tug Genista was probably be-

tween the Waterman and her tow, and about 30 feet to starboard of
the tow. She was gaining rapidly upon the Waterman, and as soon
as No.8 became visible, she gave her a signal of one blast, indicating
that she would go ahead of No. 8. The pilot of No.8 claims that he
had just previously given a signal of two whistles, designed for the
Waterman; that when the Genista's signal was heard he was giving
signals to his engineer to slow and stop, because he knew that the
Genista must go ahead of him; that the Genista very soon afterwards
gave a second signal of one whistle, when a little ahead of the Water-
man, which was heard by No.8 and was immediately answered by the
latter with one whistle; that No.8 soon after gave two whistles to the
Waterman; and that by these signals it was intended to bring No.
S to a stop, and that the Genista with her tow should pass in front of
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No.8, while the Waterman with her tow should go astern of her. No.
S came to a stop when a little more than half way across the channel
towards Blackwell's Island; the Genista and her tow passed ahead
and within 25 feet of her; but the Waterman's tow not being far
enough to the westward to clear, the stem of the barge Maine struck
the starboard side of No. 8's starboard float about 18 feet from her
stern, and was so much lnjured that she afterwards sank, with an al-
leged damage of $3,000 to the barge, and about '2,500 to her cargo,
for which the first above libel was filed.
The second libel was for expenses and damages alleged to have been

sustained by the Waterman in injury to her propeller while endeavor-
ing to save the Maine, as well as for the repair of damages to the
other barges, and the loss of their use while being repaired.
I am of the opinion that this collision took place, primarily, from

the lack of precautions on both sides that were reasonably necessary
and incumbent upon each in order to avoid destructive collision!!! off
Horn's Hook. In going past Blackwell's Island by the westerly chan-
nel, the Harlem river diverges five points to port around that point.
The direct channel to the Sound, through Hell Gate, diverges about
half a point to starboard. There is a large and con$tant traffic up
and down the Harlem river around the Hook, anQ a.stilliarger traffic
past the Hook to the eastward,sothat these lines of traffic cross
each other, when boats on the flood tide go down as usual. to the east-
ward of Blackwell's Island. The channel between Horn's Hook off
Eighty-Ninth str.eetand Mill Rock to the eastward, forming the mouth
of the Harlew river, is less than 1,20Q feet wide; and between Mill
Rock and the flats off Ninety-Third street, there is only ab(mt 600 feet
of available breadth of water., Vessels coming down the Harlem river
in the middle of the channel, heading propei'ly as did No.8, for the
line of Avenue B., cannot be seen by vessels coming up in mid chan-
nel below the Hook;, until they are. so near to each other that on a
strong flood tide there is not reasonable and sufficient time and space
for the observation and maneuvers necessary to avoid collision with
any certainty, if signals are not exchanged before the vessels them,
selves. are seen. When these vessels were first visible to each other,
the Waterman was less than 1,300 feet from the point of collision, and
Transfer No.8, probably about half that distance. The collision hap-
pened therefore in about a minute and a half after No.8 was first seen.
It is manifest that this does not afford reasonable time or space for
avoiding collision by tugs heavily incumbered with tows like those in
this case; and the necessity of signals to give warning of the approach
of vessels before they are seen rounding the Hook in either direction,
and the necessity of a reply to such signals, seem to me clear.
Inspector's Rule 5 requires steamers approaching a bend in the

channel where the view is obstructed, to give a long blast of the whis-
tle, when within a half mile of it. The witnesses for No.8 testify that
this long blast was given by her somewhere between Ninety-Second
and Ninety-Sixth streets. This blast, if given, was not heard by the
Waterman, and no similar signal was given by her. In the Water-
man's behalf it is contended, that the inspector's rule is not applica-
ble, for the reason that there was no bend in the channel which the
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V\"'aterman was following that was obscured; since she was designing
to go through Hell Gate to the right.
I think the inspector's rule does not literally embrace the Water-

man's case, but does embra'Ce vessels which like No.8 are designing
to round a bend in the channel way which they are pursuing. The
weight of testimony, however, is to the effect that the use of such a.
signal is certainly customary with the larger vessels going up the
East river on the flood tide and is practised by many tugs also; and
the reasons for the inspector's rule are almost equally applicable to
vessels going on either side of the Hook. The witnesses for the Wa-
terman deny that there is any definite custom to give such a signal,
though admitting it is often done. If such signals are omitted by ves-
sels ascending with the flood tide, the situation of vessels coming out
of the Harlem river becomes specially difficult and dangerous. For
the duty of "keeping out of the way" is cast by law upon them, both
because they have the other vessels on the starboard hand, and be-
cause the latter are going with the tide, and the former against it. I
have no doubt, therefore, that the practice referred to originated in
the recognized necessity for it; and that it is the duty of ascending
vessels, if not to give such a signal independently, at least to keep a
careful lookout for any such signals from vessels in the Harlem river
that may be coming down' unseen, and to answer them when heard.
The pilot of the Genista says that before he saw No.8 he was not
attending to vessels in the Harlem river or to their signals; and the
pUot of the vVaterman says he was waiting on the signals between the
Genista and No.8. I must find therefore that No. 8 did give the long
signal which several of her witnesses so positively testify to, though
it was not noticed by the tugs ; and that had this signal been noticed
and answered by the Waterman, No.8 would have checked her speed
in time to allow the Waterman and her tow to ;pass ahead of her, as
did the Genista and her tow. At the time the vessels were seen, I
am not able to find, contrary to No. 8'13 testimony, that by reversing at
once she would have been stopped in time to let the Waterman and
bel' tow pass ahead of her; on the other hand it is evident that the
Waterman might easily have gone to port under a starboard wheel.
and have hauled her tow under No. 8's stern after she saw that No.8
was coming ahead of her.
The case of The Volunteer and The Syracuse, 49 Fed. 477, cited in

behalf of the Waterman, though in many respects similar to the pres-
ent, differs in the following respects: (a) That there the vessels had
exchanged signals of two blasts, each given in sufficient time; (b) that
the Syracuse, which was going up, hauled far in towards the New
York shore, so that at collision she was only 200 feet or less distant
from it; and (c) the Volunteer was not embarrassed by the presence of
other vessels. It was accordingly there held that the collision was
wholly the fault of the Volunteer, which was coming down, in getting
too near Horn's Hook and not keeping off. sufficiently to port, as she
might have done, to give the necessary room for the Syracuse to nass
astern of her. In the present case there was no common understand-
ing, through an exchange of assenting signals; the Waterman did
not S€nsiblv haul her tow to port as she might have done, and she did

821<'.-31
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tl,'Ot trj to' do so until within 200 or,300 feet of No. 8's float, which was
too late to be of any use. The Waterman was going much faster than

8'; and at a much greater distance than 200 to 300 feet it must
have. been perfectly manifest to her that No.8 could not stop in
to permit the Waterman and her tow to pass ahead of No.8; while
the fact that the Genista and her tow were to cross the bow of No. 8
would certainly prevent No.8 from going ahead enough :to clear the
tow of the Waterman, unless the,tow was hauled to port. There was
nothing in the Waterman's' way to prevent this. She delayed making
any attempt to do it until it had little effect on the tow· before colli·
sion, and was of no use. This was a neglect of the most ordinary cau·
tion, irrespective' of any question of whistles; and on this ground also
I must find the Waterman to blame.
As bearing on the latter fault, I that the probabilities of

the case agree with the testimony on the part of No.8, that before the
Genista'sfirst whistle was given, No.8 gave a signal of two whistles
to the Waterman. The fact that No.8 did not reverse at once when
the'Waterman was seen, but immediately stopped her engines and did
not back with a jingle until a few seconds afterwards, makes it evi·
dent that she expected, as her pilot testifies, to go ahead of the Wa·
terman and between the two tows; and with that intention, it is
scarcely credible that the pilot should omit the usual signal of two
whistles. .When after this the Genista gave two signals of one blast
each, and No.8 answered her with one blast, the position of No.8
was puch, with her long and heavy tow crossing the river, as not pos-
sibly to permit the Waterman reasonably to suppose that that signal
was designed for the Waterman also; or that No.8 could keep out of
the way of the Waterman and her tow by reversing and so going
astern of the Waterman's tow. It was the plain duty of the Water·
man, therefore, to starboardmnch earlier than she did; and a little
starboarding would have avoided this collision. The Waterman was
also in fault in delaying her signals. She gave none, until they were
Of no use.
Transfer No.8, is, I think, also to blame in two respects. (1) In

keeping so long near to the New York shore (within 200 feet) when
rounding to cross the river under Horn's Hook; and (2) in undertak·
ing the dangerous maneuver of stopping between the two other tows,
with her own long and heavy tow.
Her own evidence shows that she went within about 200 feet of the

Hook, to the northeast of it, on a course already taken obliquely about
6 points across the river, and 2 points down. Her reason for keep·
ing so long near to the New York shore, while starboarding, was no
doubt to keep in the weaker tide. But this is not sufficient justifica-
tion for keeping far to the right of the middle of the channel between
Horn's Hook and Little Mill Rock, when this course would so much
longer obscure her from sight below the Hook. There was nearly
1,200 feet of available water there. She rounded within the westerly
quarter of it, close in under the Hook; and this was no doubt one of the
immediate causes of the collision, because it unnecessarily delayed the
sight of the vessels to each other, and gave considerably less time and
space for necessary maneuvers. The fact also that No.8 got no an·
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swer to her long whistle, was not a complete justification for the as-
sumption that no vessels were approaching from below the Hook;
since often such signals are not noticed or not answered. She had no
right to increase the natural hazards by keeping a close to the
shore, hidden longer than was necessary behind the Hook and dimin-
ishing her own means of performing her duty to keep out of the way.
She could have kept near the middle of the channel without the least
danger of being carried by the flood tide on -Little MillRock. In this
close approach to Horn's Hook the case is similar to that of the Vol-
unteer and her fault is the same.
(2) To undertake to· avoid collision by coming to a stop in crossing

so strong a tide, with a heavy tow 247 feet long between two other
tows that were near together and which she must separate, so that the
Genistaand her tow should go ahead of her, and the Waterman with
her tow go astern of her, was a hazardous experiment. It required
not only very careful handling and judgment on her own part, which
no doubt were here given, but it also required co-operation upon the
part of both the other tugs having tows. As it was the duty of No.
8 to keep out of the way of both of the other tugs and their tows by
her own maneuvers, she had no right to undertake a delicate and
hazardous maneuver requiring co-operation by the Waterman, except
on a previous common understanding by signals in time to make it
effective and free from danger, unless the situation was already in
extremis, and no safer alternative was apparent. Here there was e.o-
operation on the. part of the Genista, but not on the part of the Wa-
terman; nor was there any common understanding by signals with
the latter; and No.8 did have the alternative of keeping more to port,
which, though inconvenient to herself, she might have adopted, as it
seems to me, without imperilling either herself or the Genista's tow.
But if not and if she was in extremis from the time the tows were seen,
it was partly by her previous fault in getting into that situation. The
Elizabeth Jones, 112 U. S. 514, 5 Sup. Ct. 468.
I have, indeeu. found that the Waterman might and ought to have

co-operated to avoid collision, as soon as it was evident that No.8 was
crossing her bow and could not avoid her without her help, and I
have held her in fault for not doing so; but as the primary duty was
on No.8 to keep out of the way, she must be held in fault both for
unnecessarily prolonging the obscuration of the vessels to each other by
keeping so near the shore and for unnecessarily undertaking a hazard·
ous maneuver that she could not successfully accomplish alone, nor
without a previous agreement by signals for co-operation on the Wa·
terman's part, which was not obtained.
The damages must, therefore, be divided between the two tugs.
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THE MEXICAN PRINCE.
STEINWENDER et al. v. THE MEXICAN PRINCE.
(District Court, S. D. New York. August 25, 1897.)

1. DAMAGE TO CARGO-ABSENCE OF SOUNDING PIPES-EQUIVALENT PROVISIONS
-SEAWORTHINESS.
In a convertible steamer, built to carry fluids in bulk, as well as dry

and perishable cargoes, a pipe line ran forward from the pump room, in
the stern of the vessel, ,into and through the separated cargo compart-
ments, with an offset froIn the main line in each, which could be opened
and closed by a Kingston valve, operated by a spindle from the deck.
Provision was made for testing these' valves, and for ascertaining the
presence of water in any cO,mpartment, and for removing it promptly,
l!y means of the pumps and pipe line. No deck sounding pipes were fitted.
Damage haVing occurred by 'water' entering a compartment from the
pipe line, held, that the provisions made were adequate to prevent damage
to dry cargo from water ballast in an adjoining tank, if properly managed,
and that the vessel was, notunsea:worthy by reason of the absence of
sounding pipes.

2. SAME-liAI>TER ACT-FAULT1'IN :MANAGEMENT.
The steamer sailed With her No. 2 tank full of water for ballast, and

w1th the neIghboring c&mpartments full of coffee in bags. During the
voyage this water ballllStwas re'moved, through the main' pipe line, but,
oWing. to the failure to have the valve in the offset leading, into No. 3
tank closed, water entered there, damaging the coffee. T):lOse in charge
omitted to test the vaive by means of' the pumps, or to count the turns
of the spindle which opened and closed the valve, before using the pipe
line to discharge the ballast. 'l"hese tests would have shown that the
valve 'was not shut., lie{d, that the damage arose from neglect in the
"management of the ship," within the third section 'of t):le Harter act,
and that the steamer was not llabletherefor. The Silvia, 64 I!'ed. 607,
Id., 15 C. C. A. 362, 68 Fed. 230, and The Sandfield, 79 Fed. 371, followed
and applied.

3. SAME-ALLEGED OBSTRUCTION' OF VALVE ON SAILING-SEAWORTHINESS.
On the eVidence, held" that it did not appear, as contended, that the

valve was obstructed by pieces of wOQd at the outset of the voyage. Held,
further, that such alleged obstruction, if it, existed, would not have amount-
ed to unseaworthiness, 'beeiLuse ,accidental and temporary in character,
amI certain to be removed by applicatioJl of the pumping tests prescribed
by the shipowners' written instructions.

4. SAME-STOWAGE-PnOXIMATE CAUSE OF DAMAGE-SEAWORTHINESS-FAULT IN
MANAGEMEN'I'. .
,Held, that the vessel was not unseaworthy in respect of her cargo by
reason of the stowage of coffee In a compartment adjoining that in which
water ballast was carried; that the pipe line, valve, and pumping arrange-
ments were adequate to have prevented the damage, if properly managed;
and that, therefore, the lo'ss must be attributed to improper "management,"
and not to unseaworthiness.

Lawrence Kneeland, for 8teinwender and others.
Edmund L. Baylies and Walter F. Taylor, for Elmenhorst and

others.
Harrington Putnam, for Crossman and others.
Convers & Kirlin and J. Parker Kirlin, for the Mexican Prince.

BROWN, District Judge. The above three libels (consolidated)
were filed to recover $36,500 damages to 963 bags of coffee, part of
the cargo of the steamship Mexican Prince, shipped at the way port
of Rio Janeiro, upon a voyage from Buenos Ayres to New York, in


